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As a unique Sovereign Individual, today and henceforth, I hereby declare: 
 
When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for an Individual to dissolve the political bands 
which have connected him or her with another or others, and to assume among the Sovereign Individuals of 
the Earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature, or of Nature's God entitle him or her, a 
decent respect to the opinions of his or her fellow Human Beings requires that he or she should declare the 
causes which impel him or her to the separation. 
 
I hold the following to be self-evident Truths: That all Human Beings are created equal; that they are 
endowed with certain Qualities – known as their unalienable Human Nature; that among these are Life, 
Liberty, and the honest possession of Property; that to secure these aspects of their Human Nature, 
Accommodations are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the agreements of those 
Sovereign Individuals involved; that whenever any such Accommodations become destructive of those ends, 
it is consistent with Human Nature to alter or to abolish them, and to institute new Accommodations, laying 
their foundations on such principles, and organizing their powers in such form, which to him or her shall 
seem most likely to effect his or her Safety and Happiness.  Prudence, indeed, will dictate that 
Accommodations long established, such as the epochal Social Contract, should not be changed for light and 
transient causes; and accordingly all experience has shown, that Individuals are more disposed to suffer, 
while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. 
 
But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to 
reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their Human Nature, it is their duty, to throw off such 
Accommodations, and to provide new Guards for their future Security.  Such has been the patient sufferance 
of Sovereign Individuals over the millennia, and such is now the necessity which constrains me to alter my 
former Accommodations based on the Social Contract.  While it can be understood that beginning in 
Neolithic times the Social Contract would have been of great utility as an Accommodation reached by the 
Sovereign Individuals of that era for security purposes, in recent times it has become increasingly evident 
that the Social Contract is no longer a contract among equals, but the means for a few – the Elite – to enslave 
their own brothers and sisters by force of arms.  
 
Recent history, and the past record of those Elite – who see themselves as superior to the rest of us – is a 
history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object of the establishment of an absolute 
Tyranny over all Sovereign Individuals.  The Social Contract was initially entered into by unalienably 
Sovereign Individuals for their personal and societal protection.  That same Social Contract can now be 
clearly seen as the greatest single threat to the Security of their Lives, Liberty and Property. 
 
To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world. 
 

 Beginning much earlier, but incontestable since the 20th Century, there has in reality been no 
provocation nor rationale for the incredible carnage the Elite have foisted upon their peoples.  
Whether in wars fought between the common soldiers of one Government against the common 
soldiers of another Government, or in the wholesale slaughter by a Government of its own People – 
the only winners have been the Elite in those Governments, along with their Banks and other 
Corporations. 

 The occasional creation of an honest Government by a People has inevitably been crushed by those 
same Elite, who seek only Power and Wealth for themselves. 



 The Elite have consistently made a mockery of the democratic processes of Representative 
Governments.  They assure that the People have little or no choice – all political parties are bought 
and paid for, and do the bidding of the same invisible Elite, election after election. 

 Justice has become the tool of oppression.  There are so many Laws and Regulations against so much 
of what the Common Man does naturally, that almost anyone can be arrested at any time for any or 
no reason at all. 

 The Power of Government reaches into all aspect of life so that what is not prohibited is probably 
found to be compulsory. 

 Everywhere Armies act like Police, and the Police have become militarized. 
 In the name of National Security in all jurisdictions, the Military has become independent of and 

superior to the Civil power. 
 The most outrageous excesses of Police Brutality, or mounting Collateral Damage to civil 

populations by the Military, are excused and glossed over by the Elite’s laws. 
 Rising Taxes are unremitting, while Government Services are less and less sufficient to meet the 

needs of the People. 
 People’s attempts at saving are ravaged by systematic Inflation and Deflation. 
 Judges prohibit the Law from being argued in our Courts; and Governments have arrogated to 

themselves the right to disappear their own People without a trace, and without even a hint of 
remorse. 

 The Elite rhapsodize about the progress of Civilization, all the while acting in the most barbarous of 
ways. 

 False Flag operations are the order of the day – excusing even tighter controls over an already 
suppressed population. 

 Any attempt of the People to petition, or to bring their grievances to the attention of Governments in 
a peaceable public demonstration is met by being photographed, beaten, pepper-sprayed, arrested, or 
even shot, by rioting Police and Military personnel. 

 No amount of reasoned complaint, or appeal to their own Human Nature has softened their hearts 
towards us the Common Man.  And it is we who in every case continue to pay their inflated salaries, 
and provide for their luxurious lifestyles.   

 
We are all Sovereign Individuals, in every way the Elite’s equals as Human Beings living on this planet.  
And they are the Elite only so long as we grant them that status – and since they have failed in their duties to 
us, it is time we made other Accommodations to provide for our Peace and Security into the future.  It is time 
that we publicly void the Social Contract – based on the Elite’s lack of performance.  They have not been 
holding up their side of the bargain.  Worldwide we see the same violent reactions from their Governments.  
We cannot help but see that our true enemy is not the Common Man suffering under some foreign 
Government – probably protesting as are we – but our true enemy is the interlocking directorate of all 
Governments headed by an Elite who hold us in disdain.  
 
My Human Nature is as it has always been – unalienable!  I need the permission of no other to associate with 
whomsoever I please.  Neither do I need the permission of any other to disAssociate from whomsoever I 
choose.  It is therefore with a pure heart that I heed the urges of my Human Nature, which is alarmed by the 
prospect of my unalienable Sovereignty being forever swallowed up by what is threatening as a one-world 
Government – The New World Order.    
 
So, once again: To whomever it may concern, please take note that I as a Sovereign Individual, for the 
above-stated reasons, declare, as is consistent with my Human Nature, that the Social Contract as it may 
have once adhered to me is hereby null and void.  I no longer seek your protection, and I no longer offer you 
any tribute in exchange for any proffered protection. 
 



I seek friends not enemies, but any attempt by any other Human Being to use Force against me in my Life, 
my Liberty, or my Property is the unsanctioned attack of a Criminal, and I give fair notice that I will deal 
with it as such. 

 
 


